Toto Rental Brochure

pioneering simplicity

Automated turning
at your finger tips

Toto Lateral Turning System
Regular manual turning of patients can be intrusive,
particularly during the night and frequently resulting in
disturbed sleep. For clinicians and carers, this can also
be a significant use of resources. The Toto automated
turning system offers an alternative when manual
repositioning is not possible or tolerated by the patient.

Comprising a lifting and turning platform with a
control unit, the Toto system gently moves patients at
regular intervals to assist with patient turning and pressure
injury prevention plans♦.
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Placing Your Toto Rental Order

Financial Approval
Before rental orders can
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commitment to order, but
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Ordering
STEP 1

Contact Frontier Toto Rental Customer Care
team on 0800 912 9954 or
totorental@frontier-group.co.uk

STEP 2

The Customer Care team will ask for details
regarding the order (length of rental period,
delivery details, number of Toto systems
required) and the Frontier Rental Pricing
Agreement number

STEP 3

Provide the PO number

STEP 4

Unique Rental Number (URN) allocated

Toto Rental
Until now, if Toto is the right solution for your your patient,
capital purchase was the only option. Whilst this may
be suitable for patients that require the system for a
prolonged period of time, it doesn’t provide flexibility
for short term use, or where additional systems may
be temporarily required such as to facilitate patient
discharge.

Toto rental now provides a solution to meet all patients’
needs. This service is available nationwide supported
by a network of service centres providing a next day1
delivery service to both hospitals and the community.

Rental Pricing
The pricing structure is designed to accommodate both short term and longer rental periods.

£19.95
PER DAY

Each rental episode is for a minimum of 10 days. If
fewer days are required, 10 days will still be billed at
the prevailing daily rate. A full days rental will
be charged on both the installation and collection
days.

Delivery and Installation

Cleaning & Decontamination

For orders placed before 12pm with a valid purchase
order number, the equipment will be installed the next
working day. An installation report will be completed for
your records.

In order to ensure the equipment is maintained to the
highest standards of infection prevention, cleaning
and decontamination takes place in purpose built
facilities which contains specific zones for clean and
contaminated equipment.

Collection

A certificate of decontamination is provided for each
rental system.

Equipment will be collected within a maximum of two
working days from the requested collection date.

Toto Rental Support

Telephone based technical support is available
24 hours per day, 365 days per year
On-site support is available if problems
cannot be resolved by the helpline
In the event of a breakdown, a service
engineer will respond within six hours of
receiving a service request

24 hour
Support

For more information:
Call +44 (0)1495 235800
Email: info@frontier-group.co.uk
Website: www.frontier-group.co.uk
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